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You are a Malaysian educational institute ready to embark
on a reusable lunch ecosystem in your cafeteria or
canteens. We applaud your attempt for this undertaking,
as the effort that you are taking will have the power to
save tonnes of single-use plastic from polluting our
overflowing landfills.

This blueprint will guide you through practical steps and
learnings that our team at Tapauware has gained when
we ran a pilot reusable food container system in Dwi Emas
International School in Shah Alam, Malaysia.    

We hope that you successfully implement a reusable food
container programme in your educational institution. 

Congratulations!
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WHAT IS A REUSABLE SYSTEM?

Our mission at Tapauware is to reduce single use

plastic from food packaging from going into

Malaysian landfills by providing a reusable food

container solution.

Getting StartedGetting Started

Generally, a reusable system is a system that intends
to reduce waste by continuing the use of a product
that would otherwise be thrown away after a single
use and with minimal processing required, such as
cleaning or repairing the product. WASTE HIERARCHY

Reusable systems intervene higher up in the

waste stream to prevent plastic at its source
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tapau mechanism

Request through our 
partnered vendors to 
use tapauware & pay a 
refundable deposit  of 
RM10 per container.

Get your food
packed using our
reusable
containers &
enjoy your meals!

Return the 
container to our 
partnered vendors 
at the store within 
14 days

After
returning it ,
your deposit
wi l l  be
refunded!

We'l l  make sure the 
containers are 
squeaky clean before 
reusing it  to the next 
customers!

how it works
A reusable system looks like our service offering to

restaurants, cafes and eateries.  

It is a system where customers borrow reusable 
food containers, use them to takeaway food, and 
return them. The containers are then washed and 
reused again.
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Getting clear on 
your impact

Implementing a reusable food container system in your
school will have its share of manpower effort and
monetary investment. 

Learning about the key benefits of adopting this
system is crucial. It can help you overcome any
challenges that comes your way to implement and
sustain this system.

This can be done by a simple impact volume
calculation. 

If 10% of a 500 student-teacher body uses single-
use plastic everyday, this saves ~14,850 pieces of
trash annually 
(297 schooling days per year).

In 3 years, it triples to 44,550 pieces of food
container trash.

IMPACT 1

Your school will be able to save
thousands of single-use plastic from
polluting our environment annually.
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There are various ways to get students
actively involved in the programme, further
explained in Operations and Marketing
section of this blueprint.

IMPACT 3

Your school will have the 
opportunity to get students involved 
in a structured sustainability 
programme

Plastic food container: RM0.18/item
Number of uses: 1
Cost per use: RM0.18

Reusable food container: RM10/item
Number of uses: ~1000 uses (Specific materials
may last up to 10 years)
Cost per use: RM0.01

IMPACT 2

Your school will be able to spend less
for food containers in the long-term
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Adopting a reusable food container system will
be the first step towards building a zero-waste
lunch system. 

Making your students separate their food
waste and composting them for soil to be used
on school grounds could take the programme
one step further holistically.

IMPACT 4
Opportunity to expand to a zero- 
waste lunch system

Zero waste is the future of sustainability.
Adopting this system could generate positive
media opportunities for the school. 

IMPACT 5
Your school can brand itself as a
school that practices sustainability
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Bring your own:
Bring and clean yourself at home or school.

Container can be bought by the student individually or 
at the school and/or provided by the school. 

 
Deposit and penalty system:

Containers are offered as a service: students pay a 
deposit to partake in the reusables system, which will 
be forfeit if the container is broken or spoiled when 
borrowed. The student will receive a penalty if the 

container is not returned within a specific time period. 
Deposit will be refunded after a predetermined period 

of time (e.g. at the end of the school year)
 

Rent system:
Containers are offered as a service: student pay a 

rental fee for using the system. It could be pay-as-you- 
go or a fixed fee per year.

 
Zero waste cafeteria:

The zero waste cafeteria takes a more holistic approach 
to waste management. Reusable containers are part of 

the daily practice of the cafeteria. All food waste 
served in reusables are composted for further use. 

What type ofWhat type of  
reusable systemreusable system  
suits my school?suits my school?

The starting point behind this system is to implement 
the idea that no single-use packaging is allowed in 
the cafeteria.

The systems outlined are broad ideas of what can be 
implemented in the school, and can be customized, 
mix and matched to suit your schools’ needs.
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To successfully launch and maintain the programme, it is imperative 

to get feedback and from your stakeholders. This helps to shape the 

idea and encourage buy-in from the school board.

 

Understanding your stakeholders

Are parents in line with the sustainability mission?

Would they find a reusable food system valuable?

How much are parents willing to pay for reusable

food containers? 

INTERVIEW STUDENTS' PARENTS

to gauge their feedback on reusables:

Are they in line with the

sustainability mission?

What is their daily workload?

What are their biggest 

painpoints?

How much time do they take to 

clean plateware currently?

How many people do they have 

on their staff?

INTERVIEW YOUR 

CANTEEN/CAFETERIA VENDOR 

AND  SCHOOL CLEANER 

to understand their workload
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Programme efficacy

Designing the Programme 

Should reusables be offered as an option or should the canteen or 

cafeteria ban the use of any single use plastics altogether?

 
Whilst having reusables as an option would make takeaways easier, banning 
single use plastics from the cafeteria/canteen altogether creates a stronger 

effect as it forces students and teachers to change their habits faster.
 

Which system can all parties agree upon?

Who would be most willing to bear the initial investment cost for the reusable

food containers? The school, the canteen/cafeteria vendor or the students’

parents?

How can the cost be split?

If the canteen/cafeteria or school cleaner cleans the containers, is the school

willing to pay extra? Can the school get them to agree to become more

sustainable, without extra cost?

RO WASTE

RO WASTE

REUSABLE

REUSABLE

RECYCLE

RECYCLE

Once the system has been determined, shaped and agreed upon, 
the school can then develop the operational flow.

Convincing stakeholders to bear cost
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Creating a support system is essential to the reusable system’s longevity and success.
 
 

Creating a support system

We would recommend selecting

One or two school teachers to 
champion a “Zero Waste” 

programme

A suitable group of students to 
operationalize the system (for example,

Kelab Pencinta Alam) 
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Students reach out from
table to table in the
cafeteria

Speak to students to explain how it works

Post on special social media page

Registering students and teachers who want

to borrow the container

Providing containers to borrowers

Collecting the containers from drop-off points

Cleaning the dirty containers

Counting the returned containers

Sending reminders to the late borrowers

Enforcing a penalty system*

Marketing

Operations

Understanding 
tasks required

Creating a shared calendar may be 
helpful to run the programme

For each system to work, there is a list of tasks 
that are required to be carried out daily. 

*This may differ according to the end-system 
designed and agreed between the stakeholders

The person in charge (PIC) for each task may differ 
according to the buy-in and workload of the school 
vendors. 

Sample tasks
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Prepare a logbook for students and teachers to 
self-sign their names whenever they borrow 

food containers

Provide food containers to students and 
teachers during lunch

Collect food containers from drop-off 
bins and brings to the kitchen for 

cleaning

Selected students count borrowed and missing containers in 
stock every 2 weeks

Sample Daily Tasks Recommended Person-In-Charge

Clean food 
containers daily

Count food containers 
borrowed bi-weekly

Reminds late borrowers and 
enforce penalty 

Selected students on duty roster to safekeep, 
update and provide the book during lunch time

Canteen or cafeteria operator 

Option A: Canteen/cafeteria operator 
Option B: School cleaners
Option C: Create a system where students and teachers are required to self-clean 
reusable food containers whether at home or on school grounds. Containers need to be 
returned the container back to school within 2 days.

Selected students print names of late borrowers and the 
students and/or teachers collect penalty.

Option A: School cleaner (or any persons who roams the ground of the school)
Option B: Students and teachers are required to drop-off at canteen only, 
removing the need for a complex collection system.
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Good quality drop off bins 
To enable students and teachers would be able to place their food container(s) inside once used.
� 
Extra trash cans
For separation of food waste.

Shopping List

Easiness to clean. Surfaces like silicone containers cause
heavy gravy like curries to stick.
Size and type of food eaten. Having food containers with
compartments may be convenient to separate gravy,
veggies from rice, but larger pieces of food such as chicken
or burgers may not be able to fit.
Durability/Hardiness. Flimsy and low-quality containers
may be easier to break and unsafe for long-term use.

Good quality reusable food containers that are found on most online marketplaces.

To estimate the amount you need, identify the average number of takeaways per day and add a 
buffer amount to cover forgotten and missing food containers. Considerations:

Waterproof logbook 
To enable students and teachers to register themselves
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HOW IT WORKS

Tapauware set up a deposit charge for students
and teachers when they want to join the
Tapauware pilot programme. The deposit was
returned at the end of the pilot programme. 

If a student or teacher fails loses the container or
spoils/cracks the container, the deposit is forfeit.

During our reusable system pilot programme at
an international school, Tapauware charged a
deposit of RM10. In the end, 92% of containers
were returned.

Designing your 
charging

CONSIDER SETTING A DEPOSIT SYSTEM

system

It encourages accountability.
It can help recover losses. 

Tapauware’s main purpose of setting 
up a deposit system is as the 
following:
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Students or teachers could be 
charged a rental

 amount when borrowing a 
container

To recover cost of purchasing the food containers, two charging mechanisms were 
considered for implementation. 

RENT

RECOVERING COST: RENT OR PENALTY SYSTEM

Students or teachers could be 
charged a penalty

 amount whenever they return 
the containers late

PENALTY

Amount must be charged at a 
rate that is affordable and 
attractive to students and 

teachers, particularly if single- 
use containers are still being 

offered in the cafeteria for free.

Amount can be charged at a 
higher rate as it is used to deter 

or enforce an action, such as 
RM5 or RM10

If no rent is enforced, charging a 
penalty system may take a 

longer time to recover the cost of 
the food container.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Keeping the cost of 
borrowing free may be 
attractive to students 

and teachers, 
particularly if single-use 
containers are still being 
offered in the cafeteria 

for free. 

A penalty system may be 
beneficial to enforce discipline.

An RM10 refundable deposit
helped to ensure containers were
used and returned safely
throughout our pilot period. This
safety measure was easy to keep
track of as we had a clear start
and end date. Refunding students
at the end of the school year may
be recommended for long-term
tracking. 
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Our booth was effective in garnering 
attention towards the cause
Going classroom to classroom and 
engaging with students in que at the 
cafeteria increased registration rates 

rEGISTRATION process

Tapauware set up a booth in the
canteen 
Students and teachers who were
interested in joining Tapauware’s pilot
programme would pay a deposit and
become a member
Each Tapauware member was given a
Tapauware card with a unique ID

keeping it manual 

During our pilot, we kept our registration process physical
and manual. This enabled us to promote and educate
students and teachers single-use plastics and reusables,
build trust and reduce any potential online barriers to
registration.

Keep track of names of students and teachers paid the 
deposit 
Keep track of who borrowed the containers
Keep track of who returned (or did not return) the 
containers
Calculate the number of borrows. This reflected on our 
impact scoring (the number of plastics saved from landfills)

Having a clear registration and borrowing processes is 
important as it allows you to:

lessons learned
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Students or teachers who wanted to borrow a
container would come to our booth and show their
Tapauware card
We would write their ID on a Post-It note and paste
it on an empty food container
He/she would use the food container, and return it
to the drop-off bins
At the end of each day, we would gather all of the
food containers from the drop off bins
We would use the Post-Its to guide us on who has
returned their containers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

LESSONS LEARNED
Having canteen or cafeteria
vendors play an active role in
dispensing the food containers
would enable the most efficient
borrowing process 
A key concern expressed from
canteen vendors from handling the
food containers is the liability of
handling the food containers 
This could potentially be resolved
by providing a black and white
agreement which absolves their
liability
Having a zero waste vendor could
be considered as a key criteria in
tender or procurement practices
for the school

Borrowing and reconciling 
process
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23

Place unique stickers on food containers, each
with its own simple, unique ID (eg 1, 2.. 10..
55, etc)
Prepare a logbook where students or teachers
can write down their name, class and food
container’s unique ID
When students or teachers intend to
takeaway, the canteen or cafeteria vendor can
hand them an empty food container, and they
are required to write down their details into
the logbook
To reconcile, cross-check the returned food
containers to the names of borrowers in
logbook

A low-tech borrowing process involves a simple
process where students and teachers self-register

their names in a logbook.

1.

2.

3.

4.

LOW TECH RECOMMENDATION
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Download any QR or Barcode app on a
smartphone. This smartphone will be used
when a food container is given to a
borrower, or returned by the borrower.
Input the person's name, phone number and
status (borrow OR return) on the app to
generate 2 custom QR codes/barcodes for
each borrower. 
Print the 2 QR codes/barcodes on a physical
ID card for the person.  
Equip the canteen or cafeteria operator with
the smartphone. 
Each time a borrower wants to borrow, scan
the person's borrow code. Each time a
borrower wants to return, scan the person's
return code. 
Check the app's history to see the list of
borrowers and returners.

Alternative: Engage in tech vendors to
purchase software and self-scanning barcode
scanners. This requires more investment in both
the software and hardware.

The digital process involves utilising existing 
QR Code or Barcode apps on the market to 

be able to see who has borrowed a food 
container, and whether the person has 

returned it. This involves higher monetary 
investment.

BORROWEDBORROWED RETURNEDRETURNED

AMANDAAMANDA  

DIGITAL RECOMMENDATION
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Collecting and 
cleaning the 
containers

KEY LEARNINGS
 

Placing drop-off bins in strategic
locations across the school helps to
ensure students do not leave food
containers around the school mindlessly
Be mindful that students or teachers
may mistake drop-off bins as trash bins
Drop-off bins need to be cleaned
regularly to avoid food stains

It takes ~1 to ~2 minutes to clean one
food container thoroughly
Getting students or teachers to separate
food waste is helpful for the cleaning
process
Soaking the food containers before
scrubbing it clean helps to quicken the
process

Collecting:

Cleaning:

During our pilot, we kept our collecting and
cleaning process internally. 

Our cafeteria vendor agreed to take on the
cleaning role post-pilot programme due to the
fact that they were aligned in the mission of
reducing single-use plastic. They agreed to add
~30 to ~40 minutes of cleaning time per day.
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Create & sustain a reuse culture

�Set up a booth and bunting in cafeteria
�Print and paste posters all over the school
�Send posters to parents’ email
Approach students and teachers in cafeteria que
�Classroom-to-classroom promotion
Conduct student interviews to understand why they have
not adopted
�Conduct student focus group on how to increase
adoption 
�Select product ambassadors to help with the product

Teach about plastic pollution in a school assembly or
through specific classes
�Create a larger sustainability curriculum where students
can partake, run and operate other types of sustainability
projects for the school (with reuse being one of them)
�Create physical installations to signify the number of
single-use plastics used

Developing a reuse culture stems from effective long-term
marketing and promotion planning. Here is a list of a few
marketing efforts we did to increase adoption rates:

Other options and ideas that can be integrated:
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Student-led marketing
The result from our student focus group which 
uncovers ideas to to increase adoption showed us 
a strong need to create a student-led marketing 
team within the school, and to entrust them to 
bring reuse into popularity. 
 
We found that students have their own culture 
and shared references (e.g. jokes, trends and viral 
videos) that teachers or adults are not privy to. 

Allow students to come up with their own
creative content marketing plan to
promote reuse on social media. Create
specific guidelines on what content is
strictly prohibited (e.g. bullying, sexual
nature)  
Allow students to select students to
become ambassadors to promote reuse
(e.g. sports ambassadors, intelligent
students).  
Allow students to come up with ideas to
continuously feel excited to avoid plastic
from landfills. This may include rewarding
highest borrowers with a prize. 

our recommendations
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Reuse,
Return &

Repeat

Venture Builders

Collaborators

Colophon

Daniel Teoh, Jehan Omar

Your takeout delivered, without the waste.

Design & Marketer

Enviu, Zero Waste Living Lab 

Indonesia & Malaysia, Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), 
 Dwi Emas International School

Nazeera Shukor

Nazeera Shukor
Jehan Omar



let's get in touch

Tel.
www.enviu.org
info@enviu.org

+31 (0) 10 288 7970

Pannekoekstraat 100, 3011 LL Rotterdam,
Netherlands


